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Summary

Ames Research Center, working with the Federal Aviation Administration, has developed a highly effective set of automation tools for aiding the air traffic controller in traffic management within the terminal area. To effectively demonstrate these tools, the video AAV-1372, entitled “Center/TRACON Automation System,” has been produced. This Technical Memorandum contains the script to the video and provides instructions for its acquisition.

Introduction

Ames Research Center, working with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), has been involved in the development of computer automation tools to aid air traffic controllers in traffic management within the extended terminal area. The product of this work is a set of tools referred to as the Center/TRACON Automation System (CTAS). The CTAS has undergone several years of laboratory investigation, and recently the FAA selected test and evaluation sites at Denver and Dallas-Ft. Worth as a first step in validating the technology.

The CTAS has three major components: the Traffic Management Advisor (TMA), the Center Descent Advisor (DA), and the TRACON Final Approach Spacing Tool (FAST). The major CTAS components are described in detail in references 1, 2, and 6. Results of several real-time simulation evaluations, involving Center and TRACON controllers as well as airline pilots, are presented in references 2-5. However, because of the system’s advanced graphical interface and dynamic nature, an operational overview of CTAS features is best presented in video form.

The video AAV-1330 illustrates the CTAS. This video was filmed during a live traffic simulation. It follows several aircraft from en route cruise to the landing threshold to demonstrate how each major component of the CTAS assists the controller in a variety of traffic situations. The video is narrated, and is about 18 minutes long.

The video script follows. A copy of the video may be obtained through the Imaging Technology Branch (EDP), M/S 203-6, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000.

Video Narrative

Air traffic controllers are responsible for safely routing air traffic. As traffic increases, the controller’s job becomes more and more complex. Despite all of the advanced technology that is available for the pilot, there is little or no automation assistance available for today’s controller.

However, researchers at NASA’s Ames Research Center are working with the FAA to design automation tools to assist air traffic controllers. The Air Traffic Control automation team, part of the aircraft guidance and navigation branch, has developed CTAS, the Center TRACON Automation System. This system will help controllers increase capacity, reduce delays, save fuel, and reduce workload, all the while maintaining safety.

CTAS is designed to be flexible, dependable, and complementary to the way controllers handle traffic. Best of all, CTAS is adaptable to the individual preferences and techniques of each controller.

The system is illustrated here for the Denver arrival airspace. CTAS is made up of three major components:

1. The Traffic Management Advisor, or TMA, determines the optimum sequence and schedule for all aircraft based on real time feedback from each Center and TRACON sector.
2. The Center Descent Advisor, or DA, assists each Center controller in efficiently meeting the TMA’s sequence while maintaining separation.
3. The Final Approach Spacing Tool, or FAST, assists each TRACON controller in fine-tuning the arrivals for final approach.

The full capability of this system would take hours to demonstrate; this video will illustrate only the basic features of each component. What you are about to watch is a recording from a live simulation with qualified controllers and pilots.

First, let’s watch the TMA in action.

The TMA’s main display is its timelines. A timeline graphically orders the aircraft arrival times from the present, at the bottom, into the future, toward the top. For example, the current time is 15:19 Greenwich mean time, and this timeline shows United Flight 704 arriving at 15:41. The tags on the right side of the timeline represent eastern arrivals, and the tags on the left represent western arrivals.

There are three distinct timelines. The timeline graphically orders the aircraft arrival times from the present, at the bottom, into the future, toward the top. For example, the current time is 15:19 Greenwich mean time, and this timeline shows United Flight 704 arriving at 15:41. The tags on the right side of the timeline represent eastern arrivals, and the tags on the left represent western arrivals.

There are three distinct timelines. The timeline on the right shows planned arrivals for traffic not yet under Denver radar coverage. This tells the traffic manager what to expect in the near future. The middle timeline displays estimated times of arrival, or ETAs, for aircraft under radar coverage. The ETAs are continuously updated by CTAS to accurately reflect each sector controller’s
actions, as well as the effects of weather and aircraft type.

When aircraft enter the yellow regions, they are automatically scheduled by the TMA according to rules set by the traffic manager. The timeline on the left displays these scheduled times of arrival, or STAs. Notice that Continental 103 is nearly tied with United 504. The TMA scheduled both aircraft to allow for in-trail separation. There are two regions for automatic scheduling: the region at the top schedules traffic in the Center; the region at the bottom schedules traffic in the TRACON and allows for changes in the arrival flow such as pop-ups and missed approaches.

At any time, the traffic manager/controller can manually change the scheduling process. Here the controller is using a computer mouse to reserve a slot for a heavy aircraft. The controller can also block a section of the schedule for various situations such as snow removal or departures. In addition, the controller can set the sequence, change the acceptance rate, or modify any one of a hundred different rules with just a click of the mouse.

As the center schedules are set by the traffic manager, the TMA distributes the schedule information to each sector. The center controllers then use the DA to meet the schedule.

This is a plan-view display of the entire Denver center airspace. The main arrival flow converges on Denver from four directions. We will focus on the northeast arrival gate to illustrate the DA in action.

The most notable features of this plan-view display are the timeline and the advanced graphical interface. Here the controller will use pop-up menus instead of function keys to allow the viewer to follow his interaction with the DA.

Like the TMA, this timeline displays aircraft IDs in order of arrival, with the earliest arrival at the bottom. The blue tags in the left column are scheduled metering-fix arrival times. The metering fix for this sector is shown in blue. The scheduled times are continuously updated by the TMA for all aircraft in this sector. The green tags in the left column are the ETAs. These ETAs are continuously updated by the automation to reflect the actions of both the controller and pilot. The trajectory analysis used to compute these ETAs takes into account aircraft performance, pilot procedures, and atmospheric conditions.

The controller’s objective is to match the ETAs to the scheduled times. This will ensure a smooth merging of traffic in the adjoining sectors. Here we see the controller displaying the schedules for all Denver arrivals.

The orange tags show how the arrivals from other sectors will mesh with this sector’s traffic.

Let’s watch how the controller uses the DA to meet the scheduled arrival times. For example, the timeline shows US Air 421 scheduled to cross the metering fix at 48 minutes, 21 seconds after the hour. The aircraft’s current ETA is 46:30, nearly two minutes ahead of schedule. To receive advisory information, the controller selects the aircraft. The yellow bar indicates the range of arrival times possible with speed control only. This gives the controller an instant picture of how much speed, vectoring, or holding is needed. Notice that the aircraft’s timeline ETA tag, highlighted in yellow, now matches the aircraft’s schedule tag, in blue. This means that the DA has determined a descent profile, with speed, that will meet the time. The DA is displayed on the fourth line of the aircraft’s data tag. Here we see the DA advising a top of descent at 77 nautical miles DME to Denver with a descent speed of 240 knots indicated. In addition, the DA has displayed the location of the top of descent in magenta. When the controller is satisfied with the advisory, the clearance is issued. The automation then tracks the aircraft and reports any deviation from the plan.

At any time, the controller may ask the automation to combine cruise, descent, and vectoring advisories with just a click of a button. In addition, the controller may ignore the advisories, and the DA will continually compute new ones in response to the controller’s actions.

Next, we’ll illustrate some of the vectoring features.

Although most arrivals follow standard routes, the DA can analyze any path desired by the controller. For example, American 605 is currently on a magnetic heading of 260 degrees and is not on an established route. The controller has set the DA to intercept the next jet route. Here we see the DA projecting American 605 to intercept J157 and proceed along that route to Denver. As the aircraft’s course varies, the automation reanalyzes the trajectory and updates the display and ETA. To bring the aircraft directly to Smity intersection instead, the controller just selects the waypoint capture mode. Now the display shows a turn arc to the capture point, as well as the magnetic heading to turn to. Notice that as the aircraft moves, the turn arc and the ETA are updated to reflect any changes in the aircraft’s position and speed as well as wind changes. As the controller modifies the routing, the DA automatically recomputes a new speed profile to meet the schedule.

The DA also provides a mode to assist in vectoring for sequencing. Here we see that United 321 cannot achieve its scheduled time, even at its slowest speed. The timeline shows that at least three minutes of delay must be
shown in the right column, in green. The schedules are
timeline, much like the Center's DA. The ETAs are
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updates its ETA to reflect changes in path and speed. The
FAST monitors each TRACON arrival and continually
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In general, the TRACON has less time and airspace to
work with than the Center does. In this light, FAST was
designed to anticipate the TRACON controller and pro-
provide advisory information as it is needed, with little or
no controller interaction required.

FAST monitors each TRACON arrival and continually
updates its ETA to reflect changes in path and speed. The
ETA and schedule for each arrival is then displayed on the
timeline, much like the Center's DA. The ETAs are
shown in the right column, in green. The schedules are
shown on the left; blue schedule tags are for arrivals
from the west, white tags for arrivals from the east.

If an aircraft's ETA differs from its schedule, FAST
automatically provides speed and heading advisories to
compensate. The controller may use the advisories or
ignore them; in any case, FAST will sense the action and
adapt to the controller's plan. The best way to gain an
understanding of FAST is to watch it in action.

We'll follow American 304 as it approaches from the
northwest and is set up for an ILS approach to runway 26 Right. The controller is now illustrating the
most efficient path under nominal conditions. As American 304 approaches its "downwind" leg, FAST displays
its first advisory: a slowdown to 210 knots indicated air-
speed. The orange marker indicates the recommended
position to issue the clearance.

Now that American has completed its speed adjustment
and has been turned downwind, we see that the updated
ETA is 25 seconds behind schedule. FAST senses this dif-
fERENCE and is now computing a new trajectory to meet
the goal. When the time is right, FAST displays its next
advisory. Keep in mind, though, that controllers are free
to handle the traffic as they wish. Here, FAST is recom-
mending a turn to base; the marker indicates when to
issue the heading, the arc indicates the planned path, and
the number is the magnetic heading that accounts for
wind. Depending on the pilot's response, FAST resynthe-
sizes a new solution to meet the time. Here, FAST is recom-
mending another speed change, this time to
170 knots indicated airspeed. The final turn to intercept
will bring the aircraft's arrival time to within a few sec-
onds of the schedule.

Interactive features, such as those demonstrated for the
DA, are also available if the TRACON controller desires
to use them.

Next, we'll observe the handling of a missed approach
which will demonstrate the unique flexibility of the
overall system. The missed approach will be handled in
three major steps. The first step is sequencing, the second
is rescheduling, and the third step is controlling to meet
the schedule. Watch as United 357 executes a missed
approach.

The controller is now defining the reentry path. FAST
analyzes the trajectory and computes an ETA. Using the
plan-view display and timeline, the controller can visual-
ize the resulting sequence. When the controller is satis-
fied with the sequence, a rescheduling action with the
traffic manager is initiated. The traffic manager, with the
help of the TMA, modifies the overall arrival flow to
accommodate the TRACON. The rescheduling is con-
irmed electronically in seconds, and now the TRACON
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controller handles the missed-approach aircraft as though it were just another arrival.

CTAS was designed with one idea in mind: to provide the controller with useful and timely information. CTAS allows the controller more freedom to manage traffic while the computer performs the complex calculations. Each component of CTAS assists the controller with vital functions: traffic management, sequencing and separation, and final-approach spacing. However, together these three tools provide controllers with an unprecedented situational awareness.
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